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HOLIDAY HOURS

SUMMER
2015

NORAH GAUGHAN DESIGN
KNIT-A-LONG CONTINUES

OUR GAUGHAN KNIT ALONG WILL
CONTINUE UNTIL END OF JUNE!

  Pick one of  Norah Gaughan’s patterns
and yarn for the knit-along and get them at
10% discount.   Jessica will help people
work through her patterns and any special
techniques specifically during the second
Wednesday of the month knit night.
Knitters  have until the end of  June to
submit work in progress and finished
photos. Those who submit photos will be
entered in a drawing for a WW gift
certificate.
Wed 7-9pm      each second Wed
                        no charge

Closed July 4

NAVAJO WEAVING
Navajo workshop coming in the
summer!  Eileen van Bronkhurst will
teach a two weekend Navajo
weaving workshop on July 25, 26,
August 8, 9. See info within.

AGATES AND PINE
NEEDLES

Sue Marvin is back with a beautiful
agate centered pine needle tray on
Aug 10.  See the basketry section
for details.  Sign up soon as her
classes fill quickly!

ART YARN SPINNING
Heather Lightbody will teach wild
and wonderful spinning techniques
on Aug 7.  See Spinning section.

TEXTURAL TAPESTRY
WALL HANGING

Elena Zuyok of Mirrix Looms is
going to do a workshop on Aug 15.
See inside for info.

*****************

JUNE SPIN IN
   Join other spinners for a day of spinning, comparing notes and
techniques, discussing and laughing.  Come for a short while or

all day.  There will be a lot of fun spinning together.
Bring: spinning wheel and related items

Sat       10am-4pm     June 27
**************

rag rugs, intermediate machine knitting, lavender wands, needle
felting, sock knitting, Navajo plying plus crochet, rigid heddle
weaving, 4 shaft weaving, baskets, oh my!

NEW HOURS
Starting JUNE 21 we will open at 11 am every day

(but remember we are closed Mondays),
and extend our Wednes days until 8pm.

KNIT NIGHT
Wednesdays from 6-8pm.

Wednesdays are our late evenings, to 8pm.
Join knitters for an evening of knitting,

problem and solution sharing, and
camaraderie!



BASKETRY

APPALACHIAN  BASKET
1 session = 5 hrs

This woven, ribbed Appalachian
basket is also known as an egg,
melon, or twin-bottomed basket and is
used in many cultures to carry fragile
loads to market.  This basket
originated in Europe and was brought
to the East Coast of the USA with the
early settlers.  Light snacks will be
provided.  The class will take place at
Marcy’s studio on west Queen Anne
(good parking).  Dress in layers as the
studio is in the garage- with great
views!  You will be emailed driving
directions before the class.
Lab fee = $14 included in the class fee.
Sun noon-5pm Aug 9         $62
Instructor: Marcy Johnson

AGATE  CENTER
PINE  NEEDLE  TRAY

1 session = 7.5 hrs
This small tray is a good introduction to
pine needle basketry.  We will use
southern long-leaf pine needles for their
rich color.  The basket is begun on a
specially prepared agate center, which
will be available in a variety of colors.
Students will also choose colorful waxed
linen and glass beads to complement the
colors of the agates.  Students will learn
how to do two different stitches and
wrapped coiling.  The beads will be
incorporated into the last row of
stitching.  The teacher will also explain
how to make the agate centers.
Lab fee = $32 included in class fee for
pine needles, agate centers, waxed linen
and glass beads.
Bring: small sharp scissors, lunch.
Mon 9am-4:30pm Aug 10 $103
Instructor: Sue Marvin

LAVENDER  WANDS  AND
LAVENDER  TASTINGS

1 session = 1.5 hrs
Sweetly scent your closet and clothes
drawers with this woven sachet wand.
Lavender also acts as a deterrent to
moths and silverfish.  You will make two
lavender wands.  Lavender has been
used for adding a wonderful element to
ice cream, drinks, foods- we’ll taste
some!  The class will take place at
Marcy’s studio on west Queen Anne
(good parking).  Dress in layers as the
studio is in the garage- with great views!
You will be emailed driving directions
before the class.
Lab fee = $6 included in class fee.
Sun 3-4:30pm Aug 16 $22
Instructor: Marcy Johnson

PLEASE
Try to sign up early for classes.  Last minute sign ups may be a

problem for our teachers.  Of course, we’re always happy to have
you, but it’s easier on the teachers if they can plan for the correct

number of students!  Thank you.
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KNITTING

please state which session you want on your registration form

KNITTING  PROJECTS
Come and work on a brand new project
or one already in progress. Find those
partially completed sweaters that have
you stumped. Do you just need to pick
up stitches for a band and need help?
Does your project have a pattern you
love but don’t understand? This is a
problem solving class, more than one
project is welcome!  You will receive
guidance, enthusiasm and
encouragement.  And you will learn

SOCK BASICS:
INTRODUCTION TO

SOCK KNITTING
1 session = 4.5 hrs

Learn all the basic steps of sock
knitting by knitting a miniature sock in a
single afternoon.
Pre-req: You must have experience
knitting in the round on DPN or 2
circular needles or magic loop on one
circular needle.
Bring: double point needles size US 5
or 6 available at Weaving Works with
your class discount.
Sun 10:30am- 3pm   Jul 12          $50
Instructor: Stacy Schulze

MACHINE
KNITTING

BEGINNING  MACHINE  KNITTING
3 sessions = 9 hrs

Here is another method of producing
knitted garments.  Sarah is a machine
knitter of wonderful abilities.  She will
teach you to use a knitting machine by
making a simple shell of your choosing.
The class covers introduction to the
machine, making swatches, knitting the
pieces and joining and finishing.  Yarn
for swatching is included.  The
machines are provided for your use.  If
you have your own machine that you
would like to use, please bring it.  No
previous experience in knitting is
required.
Sun 4-7pm        start Aug 16      $110
Instructor: Sarah Etchison

INTERMEDIATE
MACHINE  KNITTING

2 sessions = 6 hrs
This intermediate class is offered either
to those who have taken the basic
machine knitting class or those who
have been using a knitting machine and
want to enhance their knowledge by
learning intermediate techniques.
Required skills are casting on, binding
off, increasing and decreasing.
Intermediate classes will be geared
towards using hand manipulation,
punch cards, or electronics to produce
tuck, weaving, and lace knitted fabrics.

 Bring: your own machine if you have
one.  Or you can rent one from Sarah
for $8, please include with registration
if needed.  You can bring your own
yarn, or purchase at the first session
with your class discount.
Sun 4-7pm        July 5 & 12            $57

         if machine needed            $65
Instructor: Sarah Etchison

BEGINNING  KNITTING
5 sessions = 10 hrs

Whether you’ve never knitted a stitch
or are ready to move beyond plain
knitting, this is the class for you!  Learn
all the basics in this five week class.
Students will learn casting on, knitting,
purling, increases, decreases, and
binding off and apply these techniques
in knitting a hat and handwarmers.
Finishing and project planning will be
included as you learn to read a pattern
and correct common mistakes.  There
will be other hints and tips for
successful knitting.
Bring: notebook, pencil, size 7 needles,
light colored worsted-weight yarn, such
as Cascade 220, (the book “Paton’s
Next Steps One, Knitting Guide Book”
is suggested supplementary material).
All supplies available at the Weaving
Works with your class discount.  *
Please wind your yarn and buy supplies
before class begins.*
Fri 4-6pm     start Jul 17 $100
Instructor: Jessica Owens

from the other students’ problems and
solutions.
Pre-req: students must have completed
Beginning Knitting or  know K, P, CO,
BO, Inc and Dec.
Wed 10am-noon start Jul 1

(5 sessions)                     $78
Wed 10am-noon start Aug 5

(4 sessions)                     $68
Wed 10am-noon start Sep 2

(5 sessions)                     $78
Instructor: Shirley Shaw

KNIT NIGHT
Wednesdays from 6-8pm.

Wednesdays are our late evenings, to 8pm.
Join knitters for an evening of knitting,

problem and solution sharing, and
camaraderie!

“weaving works woolies”
We are collecting our "weaving

works woolies" all year long, and
thanks!



SPINNING

OPEN SPINNING EVENINGS

OPEN  SPINNING  EVENINGS
Our open spinning evenings will
continue on the third Friday each
month.  This is a time to drop in, spin,
compare notes, learn from other
spinners, chat and “unwind”.  Bring
your wheels and/or spindles and join
us from 6:30-9pm on June 19, July 17,
Aug 21, Sep 18 .  There is no charge
for all this fun!  NOTE: This is one of
those events not really suitable for
children.

DROP  SPINDLING
1 session = 2.5 hrs

Want to learn an age-old fun and
portable way of making your own
yarn? Join the drop spindle class.
You’ll learn about spinning on
different types of drop spindles, how
to wind a center-pull ball of yarn on a
nøstepinne (“nøste” is Norwegian for
winding thread into balls, “pinne” is
stick) and how to skein your yarn
using a niddy-noddy.
Lab fee = for fibers, a drop spindle and
handouts included in class fee.
Bring: notebook and pencil.
Fri 6-8:30pm Jul 10        $53
or
Fri 6- 8 :30pm Aug 14       $53
Instructor: Stacy Schulze

*****************

JUNE SPIN IN
   Join other spinners for a day
of spinning, comparing notes

and techniques, discussing and
laughing.  Come for a short

while or all day.  There will be
a lot of fun spinning together.

Bring: spinning wheel and
related items, cup

Sat 10am-4pm June 27
**************

NAVAJO  PLYING
1 session = 1.5 hrs

A “must” technique for all spinners.
Navajo plying is a method of making a
three-ply yarn from a single yarn
source.  It is a fast way to make a three
ply yarn without leaving short lengths
of extra yarn on three bobbins.  This
method is useful for plying when you
have only a small amount of yarn (or
an expensive yarn).
Bring: spinning wheel, 1 or 2 bobbins
of handspun fine to medium weight
singles still on bobbins with twist NOT
set, lazy kate, extra bobbins to spin
onto.
Sun 2-3:30pm Jul 19   $17
Instructor: Shirley Shaw

ART  YARN  SPINNING
1 session = 6 hrs

Heather Lightbody is a Salem, OR based
spinner doing lots of fun things to
produce interesting yarns.  This class
will cover a variety of techniques
including: tail spinning, Grizzly spun,
granny stacks, super coils, add-ins,
twists, and anything requested during
class.   She will include how to create a
nice textured batt using a drum carder
and will also show you how to create a
textured yarn without a drum carder.
This class is about letting go of the
notion that yarn is just what sweaters
and socks are made with.  It’s about
letting go of gauge, wraps per inch,
being balanced, yardage!  We’ll be
creating art that can be used on its own
or added to a project.  This will be
student driven, so you will learn what
you want to learn and not just what she
thinks you want to learn…  There will be
a table full of sharing fiber; feel free to
add to it and take from it.  It will be a
variety of wools, rovings, locks,
sparkles, add-ins, threads and cone
yarns.
Pre-req: basic ability to spin yarn on a
wheel.
Lab fee = $25 included in class fee.
Bring:  spinning wheel, a single still on
the bobbin (will use for granny stack
and super coils- any thickness), any
add-ins you might want to use (felty
bits, flowers, beads… anything that will
fit through your wheel’s orifice), locks
for tail spinning (anything longer than

1.5 inches should work), any fiber you
want to incorporate (variety of
textures), any fiber to donate to the
sharing table, any thin thread or cone
yarn for plying (there will be some to
share), tapestry needle, extra bobbins if
you have them, scissors, and your
lunch!
Fri 11am-5pm  Aug 7     $125
Instructor: Heather Lightbody



Name _________________________________________

Address _______________________________________

City ______________  State ______ Zip ____________

Phone: Day ______________ Evening ______________
email: _________________________________________

Class/Section __________________________________

Amount Enclosed _______________________________

Tuition and fees are  non-refundable unless cancellation or
transfer notice is given at least 7 days prior to start of class.

The Weaving Works  -  Class Registration Form

The Weaving Works  6514 Roosevelt  Way NE  Seattle, WA 98115  (206) 524-1221SUMMER 2015

TO REGISTER FOR CLASSES:
*on line  at weavingworks.com

* mail complete the form above & mail with your check to:
The Weaving Works

6514 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, Wa  98115

attn: classes
*phone with your Visa , Mastercard, or Discover.

206-524-1221   or  toll free 1-888-524-1221

• FULL tuition and fees are required at the time of registration.  Please assume you are
registered upon payment.  No confirmation will be sent.

• EARLY registration is recommended to ensure your place in class, and to prevent
classes being cancelled if minimum registration is not met.

• REFUND POLICY for Classes:  You will receive a full refund or credit if the
Weaving Works cancels a class.  If you need to cancel or transfer, you will receive
a refund or credit only if you give notification at least seven days prior to the
starting date of class. Alternatively, you may send a friend in your place.

• PLEASE arrive 10 minutes before class to check in.

• Only registered students and service animals allowed in class.  For everyone's
learning experience, children and pets cannot tag along.  Thanks for understanding.

• Students receive a 10% discount (no reward points) on class related purchases

CROCHET

BEGINNING   CROCHET
3 sessions = 6 hrs

Learn the basics of crochet to make
entire projects or to embellish projects
made in other techniques.  Class will
include practice holding the yarn and
hook, creating stitches, and reading
patterns (written and graphic).
Lab fee = $16 included in class fee for
hook, sample yarn, book and handouts.
(This class will run concurrently with
crochet projects, which will start one
hour later and run one hour later; you
are welcome to stay the extra hour with
them.)
Bring: notebook and pencil.
Thu 2-4pm      start Jul 9          $73
OR
Sat 2-4pm      start Jul 11         $73

(skip Jul 25)
Instructor: Stacy Schulze

CROCHET  PROJECTS
3 sessions = 6 hrs

Having difficulties with a crochet project?
Or just want to crochet in a class with
teacher guidance and encouragement?
Bring your project to class, and we’ll
troubleshoot and learn from all the projects
brought to class.  (This class will run
concurrently with beginning crochet which
starts one hour earlier.)
Thu 3-5pm start Jul 9      $48
OR
Sat 3-5pm start Jul 11    $48

(skip Jul 25)
Instructor: Stacy Schulze



NEEDLE FELTING

NEEDLE   FELTING
 3D BASICS

1 session = 3 hrs
Learn to needle felt with Moxie, author
of “I Felt Awesome”.  She advises that
needle felting is addictive!  Needle or
“dry” felting is the process of turning
wool fiber into felt using barbed
needles punched repeatedly through
the wool.  This locks the fibers together
creating a matted fabric or 3D object.
Learn to make and embellish 3D wool
objects using fiber and felting needles.
You’ll have time to explore several
interchangeable techniques to make
unique jewelry pieces, small soft toys
and replicas like fruit and veggies, or
even free-form abstract sculpture.
Lab fee is included in class fee.
Tue 1-4pm                Jul 21            $39
OR
Tue 1-4pm                Aug 18          $39
Instructor: Moxie

PICK-A-PROJECT
POKE  LAB

1 session = 3 hrs
Sometimes how-to projects in written
form are confusing, frustrating, or are
just too intimidating.  If you’ve gotten
stuck in the middle of a tutorial, or can’t
get started on a project for fear of
failure, this is the workshop for you.
Bring your favorite needle felting books,
pick a project, and felt away with an
expert coach by your side to help you
decipher and solve problems along the
way.  We’ll also have a few books and
tutorials for you to use during the class
if you need them.  Bring your foam
block or purchase one at Weaving
Works with your class discount.
Lab fee = included in class fee.
Thu 1-4pm Jun 18          $36
Instructor: Moxie

Please be sure to sign up for our
email newsletter for up-to-date
information , classes available,

and events on our web site

www.weavingworks.com

 TEXTURAL TAPESTRY WALL HANGING

TEXTURAL  TAPESTRY WALL
HANGINGS

1 session = 6 hrs
Elena Zuyok grew up as the daughter
of a tapestry weaver, and knew about
yarn and weaving before she could
count.  She works at Mirrix looms
which has increased her love of
tapestry weaving.
Have you ever dreamed of exploring
weft-faced weaving/tapestry weaving
but didn’t know where to begin?  In
this introductory class we will use a
variety of novelty yarns and roving as
well as some more traditional wool
yarns to produce beautiful textural
tapestries.  Once you’ve experienced
the joy of covering your warp with
gorgeous yarns and shapes you might
just find yourself with a new and
exciting fiber addiction.  You will learn
how to warp the tapestry loom, some
basic tapestry techniques, techniques
to add texture to your tapestry, and
how to finish your tapestry as a wall-
hanging.  No weaving experience is
necessary.
Lab fee is included in the class fee and
includes use of loom, warp, weft and
heddles.  The loom rental of $20 can be
applied to purchase of loom.
Bring: good scissors, measuring tape
or ruler, fork or tapestry beater, and
(optional) any interesting fiber, roving,
or other “weave-able” objects you
might want to add to your piece, and
lunch if you need it.
Sat 10am-4pm Aug 15   $115
Instructor: Elena Chase Zuyok
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BEGINNING  RIGID  HEDDLE
WEAVING

2 sessions = 5 hrs
Curious about those simple looms?
Have one, but aren’t sure how to warp
it?  In this workshop you’ll learn to warp
the loom, how to weave with it, and how
to remove and finish your project.  You
should be able to complete a scarf or a
set of coasters in class.  Be prepared to
weave at home between the sessions.
Bring: sport to worsted weight yarn
from your stash, including some of
those weird ones you’ve never been
sure about, 200-400 yards total (more if
you want to make a wide scarf), and
your assembled loom.
Four looms will be available for those
without looms- there will be a refundable
deposit of $100 for taking home the loom
to do your homework.  Let us know at
sign up if you need a loom.
Sat 10am-1pm/10-noon   Jul 11, 18
                                                                      $58
OR
Thu 1-4pm/1-3pm   Jul 30, Aug 6

                         $58
Instructor: Stacy Schulze

RIGID HEDDLE WEAVING

PLAYING  WITH  PICKUP
2 sessions = 4 hrs

How do you get more than plain weave
on a rigid heddle loom?  One way is a
pick-up stick or a heddle bar.  Try this
technique and weave a sampler of
patterns!
You will need to bring your loom
warped and ready to go with a plain
warp, at least 6" wide by 2 yds long.
For weaving, bring more of your warp
as well as a mix of other yarns, shuttles
and at least one pick-up stick.
Sun 11:30am-1:30pm

Jul 19, Aug 2                  $39
Instructor: Stacy Schulze

RIGID HEDDLE:
DOUBLE THE FUN
1 session = 3 hrs

Learn how to use two heddles on your
rigid heddle loom to weave with finer
threads.  We will warp the looms in
class and begin to weave.
Bring: your loom with the double
heddle block installed, 2 reeds of the
same dent, and 400-500 yds (warp and
weft) of yarn:  7.5 or 8 dpi reeds = 5/2
cotton; 10 or 12 dpi reeds = 8/2 or 10/2
cotton, and warping tools.
Sat 10am-1pm Aug 1     $30
Instructor: Stacy Schulze



NAVAJO
WEAVING

WEAVING

BEGINNING  WEAVING
7 sessions = 17.5 hrs

A weaving class for beginners with
step-by-step instruction on a four-
harness loom. You will learn to warp
the loom and will complete samplers
utilizing various fibers and weaving
techniques.  Finishing techniques,
fibers and equipment will be covered.
Self-designed projects will be
completed by each student under
supervision.
Lab fee for handouts, shuttle, reed
hook and yarn for first two samples,
included in class fee.
Bring: notebook, tape measure,
scissors to all classes. 4-harness table
looms are supplied for use in this
class and need to be brought to the
first four classes, and taken home for
homework.
NOTE: First three classes must not be
missed.
Thu 6-8:30pm  start Jul 9
          (skip Aug 6)                 $216
Instructor: Caroline Jorstad

  FABRIC STRIP (RAG)
 WEAVING
4 sessions

This class is for those who want to learn
the techniques of fabric strip preparation
and weaving of rag rugs.  Class will
include preparation of wefts (fabric strips
from yardage or sheets) and discussion
and weaving of rugs in tabby (with an
emphasis on weft patterning) and log
cabin.  Floor looms will be warped by
students under instructor supervision.
Think of this as your weaving studio
away from home.  Also covered will be
finishing, critique and project cut-off.
First class will include choosing colors for
log cabin warp.
The class will take place at Marcy’s
studio on west Queen Anne (good
parking).  Dress in layers as the studio is
in the garage- with great views!  The class
is limited to 6 students.  Note that the 3rd

and 4th days start at 9.  You will be emailed
driving directions before class.
Warp fee will be collected at end of class
depending on amount you weave ($12-18)
Pre-req: 4 harness weaving.
Sun 10am-3pm July 19, 26
AND
Sun starting at 9 Aug 9 and 16
Instructor: Marcy Johnson                  $150

NAVAJO  WEAVING
4 sessions = 24 hrs

In this 4 day class, your fingers will
dance in the warp of a Navajo style
weaving technique on an upright loom.
Learn to warp a small four selvedge
rug, learn weaving techniques, use of
color and design, and the finishing.
The beauty is that when you weave
your last row and take it off the loom,
your rug is finished!  The loom and
equipment needed are included in the
price of the workshop and yours to
keep so you can continue doing this
technique.  Equipment includes: loom-
approx. 22" x 30" with tensioning
device and dowels, a fork and 2
battens.  No weaving experience
necessary.  Maximum students = 8.
Bring: at least 5 skeins of Brown Sheep
worsted wool of different colors of
your choice, tapestry needle, lunch if
you need it! (supplies available at
Weaving Works with your class
discount).
Sat/Sun        10am-4pm                   $399

Jul 25, 26, Aug  8,  9
Instructor: Eileen Van Bronkhorst

See also "Textural Tapestry
Wall Hanging" on previous page


